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1) The designs of the creatures are all masterpieces of whimsy.2) The game is fairly straightforward, but can quickly get chaotic if one person takes control and controls the flow of the game.3) Since the Woodcutters are distinct, there is always something going on in the board. As the game goes on you will see more and
more things. Each turn, is about not knowing what is coming up.4) You really get into the flow of the game when you are planning on attacking or when the other Woodcutters are attacking you.5) Each turn, the enemy players try to make you roll low on your treasure cards, and if you roll low, they see how much you
have to spend to replenish your treasures, which I found interesting. Board Game QuestRoot: 1) I like that they added a die to the card deck and the individual game lasts approximately 4 hours.2) A good amount of replay value.3) Although there are multiple scenarios/settings/plots, a lot of the scenarios are entirely
identical. That is, two players are chopping wood, and a wolf shows up. I really like that the game is better if you actually interact with other players, because you can talk strategy and get help in some situations. Sprites + DiceGameplay Root: 1) The game could be better if it had more options to find out what each
player did on their turn. So, instead of just saying the other player did something, give us a possibility to know.2) The art is cute and the rules are pretty easy to follow. I think it is pretty fair and so far, I have enjoyed my time with this game. Cardboard RealityRoot: I am going to have to say this is an older game, and it is
more like a preview of a really cool game that I have been waiting for to come out. The story was interesting, the mechanics were intuitive, and it had a bit of a cute look to it. Board Game QuestRoot: Its not a game that is easy to pass up on. A lot of people will love this game. When you play it, you will love it, and you
will look at other games and be jealous that you never thought to look at a small bit of cardboard. How could you resist the simple paintbrush box I showed you? It can be opened to reveal a re-affirmed scene
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Features: Modal interaction UI effects. You can use the same commands as in the original game. You can change the background music to any of the game-intro and game music. You can use the ability
to reset all your progress and buy the new game if you want to play. Also there are some bug fixes and improvements. For more information please visit the download page. Screenshots: Check the full
changelog below for more information. Before
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